
PRESENTS



Read this before watching videos.

Your child will learn more from the videos if you do the sentence
repetition lesson before watching.

Sentence Repetition:

Have your child’s attention before saying each
sentence below. 

Read the sentence out loud with an emphasis on the
word in bold.

Have the child repeat the sentence. If correctly
repeated, praise the child. If the sentence is incorrect
model it again for the child until the child can repeat
the sentence correctly.

Have your child watch the fun videos! Encourage your
child to tell you what happened.

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4
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Video #1 Sentences

Mary fished all day. 
 

Tommy raked the leaves. 
 

Jenny hummed the birthday song.
 

Sarah was quiet and listened.
 

Mario was tired and rested. 
 

Billy went to the lake and fished.
 

We had a job to do, so we raked. 
 

Everit loved music, so the boy hummed.
 

Hiro listened to the choir.
 

Jackson rested after playing.
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Read aloud after watching the videos.

Let your child play with a nonactive toy such as play dough or
coloring. Your child does not need to listen intently or comprehend
the story. They only need to hear the "ed" words. By listening to the
stories, they will be exposed to the grammatical pattern of "ed" past
tense verbs and it will improve their learning.

Syntax Stories

One weekend a family went camping. They fished all day.

Margarita and her brother listened to their father's

instructions. She fished from the lake and he fished in the

river. Dad fished from the boat. While they fished the

children listened for fish jumping and for birds singing. It

was so quiet, when the children listened carefully, sounds

from miles away could be heard. The three listened and

could identify many sounds from nature. The group listened

for hours while they fished.

Fished and Listened
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Fall leaves needed to be raked. It was John's chore. He raked

and hummed. The big leaves were raked first, the smaller

raked next. The boy hummed while he raked because it

calmed him. He hummed all the time: hummed at school,

hummed during tests, hummed while riding his bike. A true

hummer.

Raked and Hummed

VERB SET ONE

Ruby and Jane loved two things: to play outside and rest.

The day was very hot, so after running to the park, they

rested. The girls played on the swings, and rested again.

Climbing the big tree was hard, so the two rested once

more. After having some water, they rested for the last time

before heading home, where the sisters rested! A perfect

day.

Rested
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